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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f: R x R” x R + R” be a C” mapping periodic in t. We say that he 
differential equ tion 
i=f(t, x, A) (1.1) 
is reversible if there exists a ymmetric operator S on R” such that 
S2=I 
Sf(-t,Sx,l)= -f(t,x,A). 
(1.2) 
Such differential equ tions are also called systems with property E with 
respect toS (cf. J K. Hale [6]). 
The aim of this paper is to study the bifurcations of subharmonic 
solutions f uch reversible systems. In particular, we will recover the 
results of W. S. Loud [lo]. 
To prove our results we will use the equivariant-singularity theory 
introduced by M. Golubitsky andD. G. Schaeffer [3]. 
2. ABSTRACT FORMULATION 
Without loss of generality we assume that fis 27r-periodic n t. We also 
assume that (1.1) has a trivial steady state: 
f(t, 0, A) = 0. (2.1) 
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Before writing our problem in the appropriate function space setting, we 
give some examples ofreversible systems. 
EXAMPLE 2.1 (W. S. Loud [lo]). Consider the second order equation 
z + g(x) =Af( t), (2.2) 
where g is odd, f is 2rc-periodic, evenand odd-harmonic. (A T-periodic 
function h is odd-harmonic if h(t + T/2) = -h(t)). Itfollows from results in 
[ 10, 91 that, under appropriate assumptions  g’(x), the equation (2.2) 
has a unique 2n-periodic solution d(t, 2) which is even and odd-harmonic 
in t. 
Reducing to local form around 4 (cf., e.g., [7, p. 73) we obtain the 
equation 
j;- = -g(d(t, A)+x) + g(ti(t, A))
which we may rewrite as 
i=y 
J; = g(4(t, 1)) - g(&t, 1) + xl. 
The fact that 4is even in t implies that (2.3) isreversible with
(2.3) 
S= 1 0 ( ) 0 -1 
The subharmonic solutions of (2.2) bifurcating from the 2n-periodic 
solution 4 correspond to the subharmonic solutions f (2.3) bifurcating 
from 0. We will come back to this example in Section 5.
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the quation 
1= g(t, x, A), 
where g(t, 0, 1) = 0, g is even and 2rr-periodic in t. Then the equivalent 
system 
f=y 
3=g(t,x,1) 
is reversible withthe same S as in Example 2.1. 
(2.2.1) One such equation isthe Mathieu equation 
:+((012+Bcost)sinx=0. 
(2.4) 
SO5/75jl-3 
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(2.2.2) Consider the equation 
B + g(x) =;I,( t), (2.5) 
wherefis 2rr-periodic an  even. Under appropriate assumptions  g’(x) it 
follows, from a result ofD. E. Leach [9], that (2.5) has a 2rr-periodic 
solution #(t, A) which is even in t. Then the system obtained byreducing to 
local form around &t, A.) is a reversible system of the from (2.4). 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider the quation 
2 + g(x) = J.f( t), (2.6) 
where g is odd and f is 2n-periodic andodd. If g’ satisfies certain 
hypotheses, then (2.6) has a 2n-periodic solution &(t, A) that is odd in t 
(cf. [9]). Then reducing tolocal form around 4 we obtain a reversible 
system with 
S= -1 0 ( ) 0 1’ 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Two coupled undamped oscillators. C n ider the follow- 
ing system 
f=f(t, x, w, A) 
ti = g(t, x, w, A), 
(2.7) 
where f(t, 0, A) = g(t, 0, A) - 0, f and g are 2rr-periodic and even in t. 
Rewriting (2.7) as
f=y 
i =f(t, x, w, 2) 
k=z 
i = g(t, x, w, A) 
we can easily see that (2.8) isreversible with
(2.8) 
In order to formulate an abstract version four problem, we first 
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introduce the following notations. LetY, = {x: [0,2nq] + @” 1 x is con- 
tinuous and x(0) =x(2nq)}, XC = { XE Yclx is Cl}, Y= {XE Y,lx(t)~lR”, 
Vt}, and X=X, n Y. We consider the sup norm l/x/l0 = supIE to, Znq, Ix(t)1 
on Y,. and the norm jlxlj i = llxll,, + 11~110 on X,. If E is a subspace ofY and 
T is a linear operator n E we denote by E, and T, their natural 
complexilications. We define the following scalar p oduct onY,, 
Lx, Yl =bq [I’” (x(t), y(t)) dt, 
where (, ) is the scalar p oduct onC”. 
LetM:XxR-,Ybedefinedby 
M(x, l)(t) = -i(t) +f(t, x(t), A). 
The 2lrq-periodic s lutions f (1.1) are given by the zeros of M. 
(2.9) 
2.5. Symmetry of the problem. We will see that A4 is equivariant under 
the action of the dihedral group D,, that is the finite subgroup ofO(2) 
generated by the rotations 8, of e2aijlq, = 0 1, . . q - 1, and the reflexion 
0: (x, y) + (x, -y). Consider the following representations of D, on X, 
and Y,.: f: D, + Aut(X,) and r: D, -+ Aut( Y,) given by 
(i”hj)X(t)=X(t+271j)=(fdj)X(t) 
(fa) x(t) = Sx( - t) (2.10) 
(h) x(t) = -Sx( - t). 
PROPOSITION 2.5.1. A4 is D,-equiuariant, i.e., (Fy)M(x,l) = M((fy)x,l) 
for each y E D,. 
Proof: It follows from the 2lr-periodicity off in  that (Taj) M(x, 2) = 
M((~c~~)x, A) forj=O, . . (I- 1. On the oth er hand, it is straightforward to 
verify that he relation (1.2) implies (Fe) M(x, 2) = M((To)x, 1). [ I 
This proposition and the Lyapunov-Schmidt re uction will allow us to 
use the results of equivariant-singularity theory established in [2]. 
2.6. Linearization and Lyapunou-Schmidt reduction. Linearizing around 
(0, A) E Xx R’ we obtain 
L(1) =M,(O, A): x+ Y 
given by L(1) x(t) = -i(t) + A(t, A) x(t) where A(t, 1) = f,(t, 0, A.). (The 
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indices here are used to denote the partial derivatives.) L t @(t, A) be the 
fundamental m trix of the linear 2 r-periodic system 
i = A(& 1)x (2.11) 
such that @(O, A) = I. The monodromy matrix of (2.11) isC(A) =@(27r, A.). 
Throughout sections 2-4, we assume that: There xists a A,, E DB such that 
Wl) e**@“’ is asimple eigenvalue of C(&) where p/q E Q, 0 < p < q and 
(P, 4) = 1. 
032) e*2nipiq arethe only eigenvalues p on C(&) on the unit circle such 
that zP= 1. 
Without loss of generality we assume that A0 = 0 and we use the 
notation: L(&) = L, Q(t) =@(t, A,), and C = C(&). 
The formal adjoint L *:X+ Y of L is given by (L*x)(t)=i(t)+ 
A ‘( t, 0) . x(t) where A‘( t, 0) is the transpose matrix of A( t, 0). It is easy to 
see that [x, L*x*] = [Lx, x*]. It follows from the theory of linear periodic 
systems (cf., e.g., Section 2.2 of [ll]) that L is a Fredholm operator f
index zero and that 
kerL= {Re(@(t)u) 1 ~ker,(P-I)} (2.12a) 
ker L* = {Re((QT(t))) ‘u* 1u* E ker,((C4)T- Z)} (2.12b) 
R(L)={y~Yl[y,u*]=O,Vo*~kerL*}, (2.12c) 
where R(L) is the range of L. On the other hand have have 
ker,( C4- I) = span 
[ 
u ker,( C -e2ni”YZ) . 
O<k<C/ 1 
But (H2) implies that 
ker,(C~-Z)=span(ker,(C-e~2”‘~‘qZ)uker,(C-e2”iP/4Z}. (2.13) 
Remark 2.6.1. The condition (1.2) implies that S.4( --t, 0)= -A(& 0)s 
from which we can deduce that @( - t)S =S@(t) and then C’S = SC. 
Consequently, if ZA is an eigenvalue of C, so are p, z,-’ and (ii)-‘. Therefore 
the hypothesis (Hl) implies that he igenvalues ~(1)and p(A) of C(A) such 
that ~(0) =e 2niP’y stay on the unit circle asA moves near 0. 
The preceding function p(A) is C”, so there exists a real C” function 
v(A) such that v(0) = p/q and ~(2) =e2niv(‘). 
We make the following assumption: 
(H3) dv/dW)l,,,fO 
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which is the analogue ofthe strict crossing condition for the Hopf bifur- 
cation. 
Remark 2.6.2. It follows from (Hl ), (H3), and Remark 2.6.1 that we 
must have *Znip’q # + 1. 
We deduce from (Hl) that there xist c and c* E C” such that 
ker .(C -e2niP’YZ) = span(c) and ker,.(P-- ~~“~~‘~1) = span(c*). Further- 
more, the equality C’S= SC and the simplicity of he eigenvalue e2rrip’q 
imply easily that we may choose c and c* such that 
Sc=F, Sc*=E*, (c,c*)=l, and (c, C*) = 0. (2.14) 
We now return tothe description of ker L and R(L). Let 
V(t) = @(c)c and v*(t)= (W(t))--1c*. 
From (2.12), (2.13), and(2.15) wededuce that 
ker L= (Re(zV)(zEc} = (zV+,#[z~@} 
kerL*={Re(zV*)(zEc}={zV*+ZP*IzE@} 
R(L)= {WE Y( [w, Re(zV*)]=O,VzEc} 
=(wEYI[w, v*]=o}. 
LEMMA 2.6.3. We have the following dentities: 
( rdj) Jf =e2+jiq v and (f6,) v* = e2Wdq v* 
(fa) v= P and (fa) v* = v* 
[V, V-*1=1 and [V, P*]=o 
Re{ [w, V*] V} = 0 if and only if [w, V*] = 0. 
(2.15) 
(2.16a) 
(2.16b) 
(2.16~) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Proof: Equations (2.17) are straightforward. The i entities (2.18) and 
(2.19) follow from (2.14). To prove (2.20) weremark that 
Re{ [w, V*] V} = [w, v*; v*](y)-[w, “/‘I($? 
because w E Y, Since (V+ P)/2 and ( V- P)/2i form a basis of ker L
over Iw, Re{ [w, V*]} =0 if and only if [w, (P* + V*)/2] =0 and 
[w, (V* - Y*)/2i] = 0, thus (2.20) istrue. I 
Equation (2.16a) nd the identities (2.17~(2.18) allow us to identify 
ker L with @ via the isomorphism 6: @ + ker L given by 8: z + zV+ .#, 
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where the action of D, on @ is the usual one: Sj .z = e2nipjlq .z, 
j = 0, . . q- 1, and a.~=?. 
Using this identification nd Lemma 2.6.3, the standard Lyapunov- 
Schmidt reduction yields a unique C” mapping w from aneighborhood f 
(0,O) E ker L x IJ! to R(L) n X such that ~(0, 0) = 0 and such that he zeros 
of M(x, A) near 0(i.e., thesmall amplitude 2nq-periodic solutions f (1.1)) 
are in bijection-with the zeros of the D,-equivariant C” mapping iven by 
g(z, A) = -i[M(zV+ ZP+ w(zV+ .G, A), I.), V*] (2.21) 
near 0. We refer the reader to[ 111, Section 6-5, for the details of asimilar 
reduction (wehave chosen almost the same notation). 
3. PRINCIPAL RESULTS 
For the study of the equation g(z, A) = 0 we will use the equivariant- 
singularity theory introduced by M. Golubitsky andD. G. Schaeffer in [3] 
and more specifically results of Buzano, Geymonat and Poston [2]. 
In order to study the solution set {(z, A.) 1 h(z, A) = 0} where h is a 
D,-equivariant C” mapping h:Cx[W-*@, an equivalence relation 
preserving thequalitative properties of the solution set is introduced. It is
called the D,-equivalence (se[2, p. 3371 for its definition). 
Since the C” mapping in (2.21) isD,-equivariant, therexist C” 
mappings a and b: [w2 xIw + R such that 
where o1 =z.Z and c2 = Re zq (cf., e.g., [2, p. 3361). But we have 
g,(O, 0)= -i[L( V+ w,(O, 0)), I’*] which is 0 by (2.16). Hence, 
where ii and % contain o ly terms of order 2in I, cl, and (TV. 
Performing theusual computations i volved inthe Lyapunov-Schmidt 
reduction (cf., e.g., [4]) we get 
A, = -i[A,(t, 0)V, V*] = -iv,(O) 
where v(A) is the function in (H3); 
A2 = -i( Cfxxx(~I VI V 0 v*l + 2Cf;o(tI VI ~~~(0))~ v*l
+ Cfxx(~ I PIw,,(O)), v*1> 
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with ~~~(0) and w,,(O) given by 
wJO)= -L-‘(I-P)f,,(t( v-1 P)
w,,(O) = -L-‘(I- P)fJt ( V( V). 
When 
4=3, 
- - 
B. = -iCf,,(t I VI 0 v*l 
and when q = 4 we have 
- - - 
& = -4 K,,(t I VI VI 0 v*l + 3CfJt I PI wAO)), V*l )
with 
- - 
w??(o)= -L-‘(I-P)f,,(tI VI V). 
In principle we can compute the coefficient B, when q> 5 but the 
computations become quickly involved. 
In the following theorems weassume that he hypotheses (Hl) - (H3) 
hold. In particular, (H3)implies that A, # 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let q = 3 and suppose B0 ~0. Then there are three 
branches of subharmonic solutions of period 6n bifurcating from the trivial 
solution. Foreach A # 0 near 0 there are three subharmonic solutions. 
Proof: Since Ai and B0 are nonzero, wededuce from Theorem 3.12 
of [2] that g(z, A) is D,-equivalent to N,(z, A)=k,Az+~,2~ where 
k, = (sgn A,) 1 and s0 = (sgn B,) 1. So we obtain the bifurcation d agrams 
of Fig. 3.1. The result is hen clear. 1 
In Fig. 3.1, we have drawn only the branches in the plane 
{(z, A) E a3 xR 1 Im z = O}. The other branches are obtained byrotations f 
2n/3. We will explain later the meaning of the dotted lines when we will 
make stability assignments in the two-dimensional case. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let q = 4 and suppose B0 # 0 and Ai # Bi. Then there are 
four branches ofsubharmonic solutions f period 8n bifurcating from 0. 
sgnA,#sgn& sgnA,=sgnB, 
FIGURE 3.1 
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z .-- (2) (2) 
L (1) ---.* '. I ;*-- .*-- (1)- i '! *.", .-- .- '. ---. t *. --__ 
k,= -1, &<A,<0 k,= -l,A,>Bo>O 
FIGURE 3.2 
(a) If I B,I > ) A,I, the bifurcation is two-sided. There are two branches 
for I < 0 and two for 1> 0. For each 3, # 0 near 0 there are four subharonic 
solutions. 
(b) Zf IBOJ -C IAzl, the bifurcation is one-sided. The bifurcating 
branches occur for 2 such that sgn I= -sgn((A, + B,)/A,). For such J, near 
0 there are eight subharmonic solutions. 
Proof Theorem 3.12 of [2] implies that g(z, A) is D,-equivalent to 
N2(z, A) = k, AZ + ii lzl*z + c,T3 where k, = (sgn A,) 1, d # 1, so= (sgn B,) 1, 
and sgn(d + sO) =sgn(A, + B,). Then the result follows from the analysis of 
the quation NJz, A) = 0 (cf. [2, p. 3481). fi 
In Fig. 3.2, the branches (1) are in the plane (Im z = 0} and the branches 
(2) in the plane {Im z= Re z}. The other branches are obtained by
rotations f n/2. The bifurcation d agrams ofthe other cases are similar 
(see [2, p. 3481). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let q > 5 and suppose A, # 0 and B0 # 0. Then there are q 
branches ofsubharmonic solutions f period 2nq bifurcating from the trivial 
solution. The bifurcation s one-sided and for 3, #O near 0 such that 
sgn i= -sgn(A,/A,) there are 2q subharmonic solutions. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 3.12 of [2] that g(z, A) is D,-equivalent 
to N,(z, ~)=k,Lz+k2(z12z+&,24-’ where kl = (sgn A,) 1, k2= (sgn A,)l, 
and s0 = (sgn B,) 1. Then the analysis of the equation N,(z, A) = 0 (cf. [2, 
p. 348-j) gives the result. 1 
In Fig. 3.3, the branches (1) are in the plane {Im z = 0 1 and the branches ‘? 
L (1) #i (2)‘---.- 
3 .- .-
FIG. 3.3. q even. 
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FIG. 3.4. 4 odd. 
(2) are in the plane ((z, A) 1 arg z= n/q or rr +n/q}. The other branches in
Fig. 3.3 and 3.4 are obtained byrotations f 271/q. Bifurcation d agrams of
the other cases are similar (cf. [2, p. 3561). 
Remark 3.4. In particular, Theorem 3.3 stresses thedifference between 
reversible and non-reversible systems. In the latter the bifurcation of 
subharmonic solutions when q > 5 is exceptional (cf. -7, Chap. IX]) while 
it is generic for eversible systems. 
Remark 3.5. The bifurcation phe omena in the preceding theorems are 
robust in the following sense: suppose that 7 is a small perturbation off 
such that fis 2z-periodic in t and satisfies (1.2). Then there is a & near 0
such that he results in the preceding theorems are true in a neighborhood 
of A,. In the cases q = 3 and q 2 5 this follows from the fact hat N,(z, A) 
and N,(z, A) (in the proofs ofTheorems 3.1 and 3.3) are their own univer- 
sal unfoldings. Whenq = 4, a universal unfolding of N,(z, A) is given by 
N(z, A, a) = k, AZ + a 1.~1 ‘z +.s,.Z3 where aE R is near CT, so the same result 
follows. See[2] for the definition and results regarding the notion of 
universal unfolding  this context. 
Remark 3.6. Using Theorems 3.13 and 3.14 of [2] one can obtain 
results on bifurcation of subharmonic solutions i  ome degenerate cases. 
Secondary bifurcations are possible in these situations. 
Remark 3.7. Since the roots of the unity are dense on the unit circle, as 
A moves near 0, branches of2nq-periodic solutions with large q bifurcate 
from the trivial so ution. I  the next section wewill see that in the two- 
dimensional c se and when q 2 5, half of the subharmonics are table, the
other half being unstable. So we can expect a very complicated structure of 
the invariant se s of (1.1) inthe two-dimensional case. Infact in some cases 
the time 272 flow map of (1.1) isarea-preserving and can be seen as a small 
perturbation of the twist mapping (cf. [lo, Sect. 51). So invariant tori and 
homoclinic tangles are likely toappear (see, .g., Section 4.8 of [S]). 
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4. STABILITY ANALYSIS IN THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
We apply the two timing perturbation method (cf., e.g. [S]) to Eq. (1.1). 
Let A = &Y-*X and z = .F’t. Then we look for solutions f (1.1) ofthe form 
x(t)=&Z(Z) v(t)+EZ(T) V(t)+ f EkWk(f, z) (4.1) 
k-2 
where wk( -, z) E Y and [wk( -, t), V*] = 0. Inserting (4.1) in(Ll), iden- 
tifying thepowers of E, and taking the scalar p oduct with I/* lead to the 
equation 
~=i[AIXz+A21z12z+~2,~,4z+ ..- +C,~Z~*‘Z+B~Z~-~] (4.2) 
with 21= q - 2 if qis even and 21= q - 3 if qis odd. The coefficients A,, A *, 
and B, are the same as those obtained bythe Lyapunov-Schmidt reduc- 
tion. The wk in (4.1) are given by 
w,(t, r)=L-‘R,(t,z(z) V r +Z(T) F(l)) 
Wk(t,5)=L-1&(f,Z(t) v(t)+?(z) P(t),W,(t,&..,wk-a) (k>3), 
where the Rk are linear combinations f partial derivatives of f(t, -, - ) 
and satisfy the compatibility condition [Rk, V*] =0 (see, e.g., [7], 
Chap. X for similar computations). 
Rewrite he right-hand si e of (4.2) as iG(z, A) and suppose that he 
hypotheses used in the preceding section, i  the relevant case, are satisfied. 
Then G(z, A) is D,-equivalent to one of the normal forms N,(z, A) (k = 1,2, 
or 3) (see the proofs of Theorems 3.1-3.3). Consequently, we deduce that 
the stationary solutions f (4.2) near 0are in one-to-ofie correspondence 
with the small amplitude 27cq-periodic s lutions f (1.1). 
Now, throughout the rest of this ection, we assume that n= 2, i.e., we 
consider the two-dimensional case. Taking into account the form of the 
solutions (4.1) and the fact hat Re(c) and Im(c) generate Iw2 we see that 
the stability of a stationary solution of (4.2) near 0 is the same as the 
stability of he corresponding 2nq-periodic solution of (1.1). 
Let H(z, A)= iG(z, A) be the second member of (4.2). We have 
det D1 R = det D1 G (where for 4: @ x II% -+@, D 1 4 is the Jacobian matrix of 
7=(4,,4,) with respect tox and y where 4=#1+i42 and z=x+iy). 
Moreover, wehave trace D, fi = aG,/ay - aG,/ax = i[aG/az - a~//a.Z] = 0. 
Thus D, if has two eigenvalues of the form + iu (a > 0) when det D, G > 0 
and two real eigenvalues + a (a > 0) when det QI G < 0. On the other hand, 
G is D,-equivalent to one of the N,(z, A) (k = 1, 2, or 3) and in this case the 
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D,-equivalence preserves theign of the igenvalues (cf. Theorem 3.37 [2]). 
Thus we may look at the sign of the eigenvalues of O,Rk obtained inL-2, 
p. 3551 to get the sign of det O,i? The stability assignments in the 
Figs. 3 1-3.4 are those obtained byconsidering the linearized stability of 
(4.2), i.e., “stable” when D, i? has two purely imaginary eigenvalues + iu 
and unstable when the eigenvalues are +a. Then we have the following 
results for the subharmonic solutions btained inthe preceding section: 
(a) If q= 3, the 6n-periodic solutions bifurcating from0are unstable 
and the trivial so ution is stable. 
(b) Let q = 4, the trivial solution isstable for 1 near 0. The 
&r-periodic solutions bifurcating from0 are unstable when the bifurcation 
is two-sided. Half of the 8z-periodic solutions are table and the other half 
are unstable when the bifurcation is one-sided. 
(c) Let q > 5, the trivial so ution is stable for 1near 0. Half of the 
2zq-periodic solutions bifurcating from0 are stable and the other half are 
unstable. 
Although the “stability” considered h re does not in itself imply the 
stability, we can use the same arguments a W. S. Loud [ 10, p. 2101 to 
establish thestability whenq z 5. 
Remark 4.1. When n > 3, even if all the characteristic multipliers stay
on the unit circle, similar guments cannot be used to establish the
stability. Diffusion phenomenon is likely toappear as, for example, inthe 
following system (cf. [ 1] ), 
2 = --A (sin x)[l +~(~0s w + cos t)] 
ti = --de (sin w)( 1+ cos x), 
which as the form of the system in Example 2.4. 
5. ON A PAPER OF W. S. LOUD 
In his paper [lo], W. S. Loud studied the subharmonic solutions arising 
near. the harmonic solution of the quation 
2 + g(x) =;If(t), (5.1) 
where fis 2x-periodic, even and odd-harmonic andg is odd. We have seen 
in Example 2.1 that by reducing tolocal form, around the unique 
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2n-periodic solution #(t, A) which is even and odd-harmonic, we are lead to 
study the reversible system: 
f=y 
3 = s(dc 2)) - g(4(c A) + x). 
(5.2) 
The linearized system around 0is 
f=y 
I'= -s'(ti(t, 1)).x
(5.3) 
which is n-periodic. Thisfollows from the fact that 4is odd-harmonic and
g’ is even since g is odd. Let G(t) be the fundamental m trix of (5.3) such 
that Q(O) = I. Assume that for some &, the following assumption holds: 
(H) The monodromy matrix @i(n) of (5.3) has two eigenvalues e+nip’q 
withp/qEQ, O<p<qand (p,q)=l. 
Choose cand c* such that @(x)c =elriPlqc, @j’(n) c*=e-Rip’qc*, SC = E, 
SC* = c*, (c, c*)= 1, and (c, C*)=O (see (2.14)). Now we define 
V(t)= @(t)c and V*(t) = (Q’(t))- ‘c* Note that V and V* are 2nq- .
periodic. Furthermore, V and V* are odd-harmonic if p is odd while they 
are rcq-periodic f p seven. As in Section 2 we have 
kerL= {zV+ZP(ZE@} 
kerL*=(zV*+~~*~z~@} 
R(L)={wEYI[w,V*]=o}. 
The spaces X and Y and the operator L are as in Sections 2 and 3. We will 
consider separately the two cases: (pand q odd) and (p or q even). 
5.1. p and q odd. Assume that p and q are odd. Then we let D, act on 
X and Y as in the preceding sections. 
5.2. p 01 q even. Assume that p or q is even. In this case, instead ofthe 
action fD,, we will consider the following actions ofDzq on X and Y (the 
spaces of27rq-periodic functions defined inSection 2)given by 
(To) x(t) =Sx(t) for XEX 
(I%) x(t) = -Sx( -t) for XEY 
(fdj) x(r) = (Bj) x(t) = (- l)jx(t + 7rj) (j =0, 1, ..) 2q- 1). 
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In particular, we have 
(nj) V(r) = (- l)‘V(t + 7cj) = (- l)j@(t + 7cj)c = (- l)‘@(t) C’c 
= ( - 1 )‘@(t) eivj/4c = (_1 )j ewVhqt)e 
So for the purpose of our identification of ker L with @ we must take the 
following action fDZy on C: 
a.z=z and Jj . z = ( - 1 )j @Pjiqz, j=O, 1 1 .*., 2q- 1. 
But 6,. z= (- 1 )j eiRpj’qz = e2ni((P+q)‘2Y)jz, j = 0, 1, .  . 2q- 1, and we recover 
the usual action fDz9 on C since p + q and 2q have no common divisors 
whenporqisevenand(p,q)=l. 
Remark 5.3. If p and q are odd and we take the above action fDzy on 
@ and X we will have 
bjz=(-1)je ~ip’Iyz = e2N((p+4Y2)14)iz 
which is in fact the action fD, on @ since ((p +q)/2, q) = 1 when p and q 
are odd and (p, q)= 1. 
On the other hand, since p is odd, V is odd-harmonic ( .e., V(t+nq) = 
- V(t)) and so will be the small amplitude 2rrq-periodic s lutions f (1.1). 
Using the fact hat q is also dd we then obtain (rdj)x= (Tc?~~~,)x where 
1(j)=(j+q)mod2q. Thus {(r8j)xljodd}={(G5,)xlk even}and we 
have, in fact, he action fD, on X and Y as in (2.10). 
Remark 5.4. Ifp or q is even and instead ofD,, we use the action fD, 
on X and Y, then the problem will be D,-equivariant, but thecoefficient B, 
of Z4-’ in g(z, A) will be zero. So, with this action fD,, we cannot apply 
the results of Section 3.
Using the actions ofD, or Dzq on X and Y in the appropriate case and 
the arguments inthe proofs ofTheorems 3.1-3.3, we deduce Theorems l-3 
of W. S. Loud [lo]. 
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